
Community
vs 
Enterprise



Founded in Belgium in 2004, Odoo is a suite of powerful, open-source business
management tools designed to improve the productivity of every employee. Odoo's
ecosystem of apps work seamlessly together, offering a centralised, online, and
accessible from anywhere platform to manage your business.

Odoo is available in two editions: Odoo Community & Odoo Enterprise. This guide
compares the two editions to help you understand which suits your needs. In
addition, we introduce you to Wedoo's Pro edition which serves as a good option
for growing organisations looking for similar functionality to Odoo Enterprise but
with some compromises made in order to run at a lower per user price.
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Odoo Community is the basic, free, and open source version of Odoo. Often
referred to as DIY Odoo, this edition is good for experienced developers or Odoo
technicians. Odoo Community must be self-hosted, does not upgrade with new
version releases, and is therefore not recommended for users or businesses who
are looking for a fully functional, easy to maintain software solution.

Odoo Enterprise is the licensed edition of Odoo, where for a single per user per
month fee, you have access to the full suite of business applications. Enterprise
regularly updates with new version releases, comes with full functionality within
every application, and is easy to expand and maintain as your business grows.
*True at time of publishing. Price will fluctuate with exchange rate.

Community

Enterprise
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$0

$36*From
NZD, per user, per month
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Features Comparison

Unlimited Functional Support
Version Upgrades
Hosting

General 

Community Enterprise

User Interface

Desktop | Web Browser
Mobile | Android and iOS

We hope the following comparisons help guide you toward the correct choice for you
business. If you have any questions, please contact our team at: hello@wedoo.co.nz

Comprehensive Accounting: General Ledger, Bank
Statement Reconciliation, Analytic Accounting,
Vendo Bill, OCR, Budgets, Cheque Writing,
Consolidation, Reports, ...

Accounting

Finance

Payments
AI

Expense Digitalisation (OCR)
Reimbursement in Payslip

Spreasheet

Invoicing

Expenses
Payroll

Documents

Sign

Sales

Loyalty Programmes & Gift Cards
Subscriptions
Rental 
Amazon Connector

CRM
Sales
Point of Sale



Features Comparison cont'd
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Websites

Community Enterprise

Website Builder
eCommerce
Blog
Forum
Live Chat
eLearning

Inventory & MRP

Barcode

Workcentre, Control Panel, Scheduling

Inventory

Manufacturing (MRP)

PLM
Purchase
Maintenance
Quality

Human Resources

Departmental Dashboard
Employees

Recruitment
Time Off
Referrals
Appraisals
Fleet

Marketing

Mailing Templates

Social Marketing
Email Marketing

SMS Marketing
Events
Marketing Automation
Surveys



Features Comparison cont'd
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Services

Community Enterprise

Grid view, timer, reminders, timesheet
validation
Awesome Timesheet (Mobile App)

Project
Timesheet

Field Service
Helpdesk
Planning
Appointments

Productivity

Discuss 
Approvals
Notes
Calendar
Digital Phone (VoIP) Integration
IoT

Customisation

Studio



FAQ
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Q: What is the difference between working with Odoo directly, or
working with a local Odoo partner?
A: For small businesses who require little to no customisations, working with Odoo
directly is an option. However, if you live in New Zealand or another country where
localisations have not yet been developed, we highly recommend working with a
local Odoo Partner to ensure localised customisations are built in to your Odoo
system. Having dedicated support, with experience in implementing your system, in
the same time zone is also very important, and a key benefit of working with an
Odoo Partner.

Q: Can I use Odoo from a mobile device?
A: Yes, you can use Odoo Enterprise from Android or iOS. Download from the
Google Play Store of Apple Store and login with the same credentials you would
use in your browser. However, you cannot use Odoo Community from a mobile
device.

Q: Is a DIY approach to Odoo recommended?

A: Unless you have a team of developers who are experienced in using Odoo as a
product, it is not recommended to use a DIY approach for your Odoo
implementation. Odoo is not a 'plug and play' product. It takes time to master the
installation and is hard to configure. Working with a trusted Odoo Partner with
proven experience is recommended.
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